Ayman Mohyeldin

Ayman Mohyeldin is the host of the MSNBC prime-time show AYMAN. Before helming his weekly perspective program, Mohyeldin was the host of Ayman Mohyeldin Reports. In addition to his weekend prime-time show, Ayman is the host of the MSNBC original podcast series American Radical, which received the prestigious Deadline Club Award for Investigative Reporting the Gold Award for Best Narrative/Documentary Podcast at the New York Festivals. Previously, Mohyeldin spent more than a decade as a foreign correspondent where he covered major conflicts including the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the Iraq war, the Syrian Civil War, the Libyan war, sectarian strife in Lebanon, revolutionary protests in Ukraine, nuclear tensions on the Korean peninsula, and more. In addition to his broadcast experiences, Mohyeldin has contributed to Vanity Fair and TIME magazine. TIME magazine named Mohyeldin one of the 100 Most Influential People in the World in 2011. He has received multiple international awards including a Peabody, a Sigma Delta Chi Award, Argentina’s Perfil International Press Freedom Award, the UK’s Cutting-Edge Media Award, and the European Union’s Anna Lindh Foundation Award. In addition, he has been named Journalist of the Year by GQ magazine and Esquire magazine. Mohyeldin has also lectured at universities and organizations around the world. He holds a BA and MA from American University in Washington, DC.